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One thing I like about Norman
Parks' historical writings is the way
they not only describe, but preach,
and without apology. His fascinaiing
acconnt of a 1.50"year-old church (pp.
3ff.) is interspersed with Nonnan's ini-
mitable cornments in a rvay that chal-
lenges us to apply history responsibly.
Iì'or some time now, the new gen-
eration of historians has challenged the
older assumption that history could be
written dispassionately. So newer his-
tories have tal<en delight in such expo-
ses as showing how George Washing-
ton's cherry tree was more the product
of idealizing historians than of fact.
Only trouble is ihat the new historians
too often fail to admit their own pas-
sionate involvement.
But Norman can not only admit it,
but champion his viewpoint. And in
this historical ar:count he tells us of a
simple people's commitment to an
open fellowship. Their atiitude, for ex-
ample, toward womerl in the nine-
teenth century reminds one of the way
the Lord himself deali wiih them as
equals in a world which often pui
thern down. The sermon is that they
believed in the gospel more than in the
surrounding culture's siâius quo.
We're also glad to have Leroy Gar-
rett's reflections on a recent trip io
Canada (pp.13-j4). If Restorationists
can speaì< peacefully to each other
north of the border, it won't be the
first time that U. S. churches have
found sornething to learn from the
people tliey have atùempl,ed to
rnission-ize.
Atrd incidentally, a myth which
needs exposing is the one about Cana-
dians being cool and reserved. We men-
tion in Cross Cur:rents that 40,000
charismatics of all brands gaihered in
I{ansas City. Then I noticed that
45,000 Catliolic charismatics alone had
a similar meeting in Montreal. Appar-
ently it takes more than woolens and
parl<as and a people's "natural reserve"
to qucncli the fires of the Spiritl
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What about those 'new'views among some Churches of Christ-such as
greater participation by women, and less authoritarian elderships?
A distinguished teacher finds these practices in his ancestors'
congregation a century and a half ago.
skittish mare."
And so it was that Melinda Crafton and her
mother left horsebach for the lìobison's Forh
meeting house, with a bundle of fresh clothing tied
to Melinda's saddle. On this August day in 1832
there were thirty-one penitents, including one
blach boy named Paul, immersed in the u'aters of
the fork, swelling the church roll to 201 whites and
twenty-five blacks.
Nearly 145 years later, i,he record of Urat sun-ìlrler
day lay in faded handwriting Ì¡efore my eyes as I
pursued the roots of my ancestraì and religious
heritage. 'lhere among thc names of the souìs
added to the Lord was "Melinda Crafton"-my
granclmother. I thrilled at the sighl;. On my desh
lay a ìetter: from Mable Park, oue of her fífth-
generation descendauts in West Tennessee, recount-
ing that she was taking her Baptist husband to
r:hurch with her in spil,e of his prejudice against the
"Campbellites."
And I thought of all of Polly's and Melinda's
other descendants spreading westward to the Par:ifir:,
most of them r:arrying on the committnents these
two pioneel' worrren had tnade to the Restoration
Movement. What I was yet to learn, as I pursued
Roots: Opennes$ in a
Pre-Civil War Church
By Norman L. Parl<s
It was baptizing day at the creek swimming hole,
and Polly Crafton Kerr was pleased. 'lwo years ago
she had moved to the Robison's Fork community
from nearby Maury County, just in time for the
census-taker mistakenly to list her in the 1830 cen-
sus as head of her household and the lone member.
The truth was that at census time, her fourchildren
and their stepfather had been back at Campbell
Station getting things ready for the final trip to
their new Giles County home. 'I'he two years had
been rewarding ones, and the indepeudent church
up the fork was very much to their taste. Now
Melinda had gone out to tell her stepfather the news'
Watching him from the doorway of his ìittle
chair factoty as he tightened the last catre in the
seat of a stool chair, the fifteen-year-old girl saicl,
"Daddy, I've decided to be baptized today. Mother
is going with me. We've left your dinner on the
stove 
" 
t'
Wiliiarn Kerr lcloked up with a smile. o'I'nr
glad," he said. "'fell Polly to be careful with that
Dr. Norntan, L. Parles, Mission board ntember and retired
¡tolitical scie,nce professor, Iiues in Mttrfreesb oro,'l'ennessee.
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my "roots," was to what an astonishing extent the
beliefs and practices of that rural congregation in
antebellum Middle Tennessee agreed with the
bundle of notions held within my childhood church
and embraced in my father's family. As I turned
the pages of the manuscript records of the Robison's
Fork congregation, I could see emerging an un-
broken line of family convictions stretching for
more than a century and a half from my great-
grandmother to me.
These manuscript records covering the years
1830 to 1-868 provide amazing instruction in what
our ordinary pioneers of the faith thought and did.
Not the Stones or the Campbells or the Lipscombs
or the Raccoon John Smiths. But just plain folk,
unknown to history or even to their Restoration
heirs, in their daily pursuit of the Restoration ideal.
Because they did not consciously write to influence
later generations, their recorded acts speak free of
prejudice.
Once each month-usually "on Saturday before
the fourth Lord's day"-the entire congregation
met "in conference" to deliberate on matters facing
them. Since this was the time to extend the gospel
invitation (Sunday being set aside for "divine
worship"), the meeting was always an open one.
After a period of worship, the invitation, and the
welcoming of new members, the congregation pro-
ceeded to matters of business, with all members-
men and women, both black and white-sharing
equally in the decisions. These events were faith-
fully recorded, not always grammatically, but sim-
ply and at times dramatically, making the Robison's
Fork records documents of unique merit in Restor-
ation history. (Quotations from them in succeeding
paragraphs reproduce the wording and grâmmar
just as the recording clerks set them down.)
y grandfather, John London Parks, owned a
seventy-seven-acre farm on the creek near the
meeting house, His business dealings described in
courthouse records were often with members of
the congregation until he sold his farm. Then be
became a wagoner on the Natchez Trace as a part-
ner with another young member, with headquarters
in Pulaski, the county seat. It is not surprising
that the pleasing young Melinda caught his eye and
the two were married four or five years after her
immersion. Her younger brothers, George G. and
John B. Crafton, for whom my grandfather served
as guardian, became teenage members. So did
Fanny Crafton, wife of Polly's oldest son, Ben.
As time moved on, Polly and her husband went
back to Maury, and one by one the others looked
westward, the last being John B. Crafton in 1854.
Their departures are recorded with the laconic
comment, "lettered." Though fresh lands to the
west waged a continuous attrition on the member-
ship rolls, the drain was offset by the influx of new
converts, fifty-one being immersed in 1841. Cer-
tainly one of the oldest churches in the brotherhood
witti a continuous history of over 165 years, it is
called today o'Roberson Fork Church of Christ."
Rouiron's Fork began in 1B1o ar 1811 and was
identified with the Richland Creek Baptist Associa-
tion. Its quick acceptance of the principles urged
in Alexander Campbell's Christian Baptist soon got
it into trouble with the association, which resorted
to reprisals against both individuals and churches.
Robison's Fork's response was the severance of all
connections with the association and the disavowal
of the name "Baptist." At a congregational meeting
in October of 1"830, a resolution branded the
association's acts as "despotic" and declared that
"after Carefull Examination of the word of the
Lord we find no authority for an association or
Combination of men thus to usurp the rights of
the churches and lord it over god's heritage." Later
they repudiated all creeds and affirmed, "We the
Disciples of Christ located at Robison's Fork from
hence fourth take the word of god alone contained
in the old and new Testiments to be our rule of
faith and practice and particular the ìatter as our
rule of practice, which was unanimously agreed."
Taking seriously this commitment, they under-
took to identify the commands they were to obey,
the examples to follow which embodied fundamen-
tal principles, and the patterns of church life which
were essential to.the restoration of New Testament
Christianity. When they felt that they had erred in
this search, they reversed themselves, as was the
case in the selection of deacons by lot. After an
extensive discussion at a Saturday meeting, they
reached the conclusion that the selection of a
successor to Judas was not a binding example on
them in the choice of church servants.
There was unanimc.ìus agreement that the one
absolute requirement for a member to become an
elder, in addition to maturity, was skill and exper-
ience in teaching-the "apt to teach" standard.
When a member built up years of experience and
effectiveness in teaching and reached age thirty,
they asked him to accept ordination. Their elders
over the years \were their teache¡s and preachers,
speaking on Sundays to the whole congregation.
They were not rulers and they did not make the
decisions for the church. In the thirty-eight
recorded years, no elder ever made a decision,
and there was never a meeting of the elders apart
from the congregation!
Wade Barrett was ordained an elder in 1832
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at the age of thirty-two, and he served the church attend except those blacks who had to work.
until his death in 1870. So immersed in the life Women appointed tocommitteesmadetheirreports
of the church did he become that after eighteen to the church and women against whom charges
years the congregation thought he ought to have had been made were asked to state their defense
some pay. In 1850 they voted him $25 a year and before the entire assembly. Decisions were made
ultimately raised this to $40. by standing vote, women voting along with the
This magnificent pioneer Christian, the father of men,
one son and eight daughters and the o'dyner of four
slaves, ran a blacksmith shop, farmed, and served
as manageï of a sawmill, all at the same time, and I¡
even found time to speak occasionally at other !, laving adopted the Bible as their sole guide in
congregations. Relatives of Moses Lard, the famed church activities, this pioneer body found a solid
Restoration writer, lived in the community. One biblical base for their pattern of membership gov-
of them gave Barrett $10 in gold to speak at a ernment. They noted that the apostles did not
Bedford County church. It was the most "pay" he dream of choosing a successor to Judas, but left
ever received at one timeinfiftyyearsof leadership. the matter in the hands of the 120 disciples. The
How they chose an elder demonstrated the fact that the apostles did not select the seven
effective operationof acohesivesocietyof brethren. trustees of the common fund at Jerusalem, but
The erection of a new meeting house in 1832 and asked the members to make the choice, was seen
numerical growth pointed to the need for more as a guiding principle. They found a model for
teachers. One of their number, James P. Dean, had their decision-making in the Jerusalem conference
proved himself a capable public speaker, and at a in which a critical doctrinal question was settled
Saturday "conference" the members asked him to in ,,the whole church." It was also observed that
accept ordination. The following month, after Paul's letters called upon entire churches, not
fasting and prayer, "at a church meeting held at elders, to deal with moral and doctrinal matters,
Robison's Fork meeting house Giles County Ten- as in Corinth and Galatia.
nessee by the Disciples of Christ called the church They would be shocked by the behavior of con-
of god at that place, a number of brethren from temporary Church of Christ elders, who arrogate
other churches being present . . . the chwch then authority to themselves that not even the apostles
and there with one consent set apart James P. Dean would assume. Modern elders flafly deny the right
one of her members in good standing among us to of members to participate in decision-making. Un-
exercise fully his gift of teaching the word of the 1ike the aposfles, they do not hesitate to add to
Lord and attending to all things in the house of their own number, making themselves a self-god as his word Directs." At the close of the perpetuating ruling caste. They appoint deacons
year, William Usrey (or Ussery), a friend of my with the authority of divine-right monarchs. They
gfandfather, was asked to serve as deacon, and he alone choose the ,,minister,' and set his pay. The
received the laying on of hands by two elders, treasury is their collective possession, and the
Dean and Barrett. His duties included keeping the church property is under their exclusive control.
minutes of the meetings.
T.r*n elders and deacons were added over the
years, it was the initiative of the congregation to
choose and ordain them. No elder ever chose or
even initiated the process. The development of the
hierarchical and authoritarian system of "eldership"
governance in the contempora.ry Church of Christ
stands in extreme contrast to the ïr¿ay our forebears
conducted their affairs. It is a reminder of how far
we have departed from both the New Testament
and the original understanding of the Restoration
Movement.
Instead of hanging on the words of a profes-
sional pulpiteer and leaving all decisions to a self-
perpetuating body of rulers, the members of Robi-
son's Fork thought and acted for themselves. At
their congregational meetings all were expected to
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Members may propose, but only elders in private
dispose. They substitute dictate for teaching,
command for example, power for service, and rule
for leadership. The result of such lording over
God's heritage is a passive church, denied the spiri-
tual growth which comes from making decisions
and assuming responsibilities.
This revolutionary shift from the close fellowship
of equals, with responsibility centered in the whole
body, to the authoritarian organization of today,
with absolute rule by a tiny coterie of men, is the
root cause of grave illness in the contemporary
church. There are a number of reasons for this
shift, but human love for power is not the least.
Power and fear are always wed, and both tend to
corrupt. This is the reason Jesus rejected power
as an instrument in his kingdom.
Another reason for the shift has been the dis-
integration of community in our technological
culture. The movement of the church toward a
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consen/ative, middle-class orientation is involved.
And emirracing the corporate ethic of the nerry civil
culture requircd a rcinterpretation of the role of
elders to fit. Ilence there has been a complete
about-face from the biblical view held by the mak-
ers of the Restoration.
Most to be deplored, the worth and dignity of
"ordinary" members, so evident in the affairs of
the Robison's Irork congregation, are held in low
esteem by contemporary church leadership. Women
are treated as children. All members are viewed as
incapable of mahing wise decisions. 'Ihey are held
to be in lifelong tutelage and submission to the
"authorities," never growing up, even when these
"authorities" a-re often visibly mediocre and inferior
to so many of the members. It is no exaggeration
to say that congregational decision-mahing, as prac-
ticed by Robison's Fork, is widely viewed today as
a recipe for anarchy.
Today the "withdrawal of fellowship" is an
ecclesiastical weapon wielded by elders (often at
the instigation of the clergy ) . * Except for the denial
of minor participation lil<e passing the collection
plate, its effect is minima-l since the members in the
pews generally continue their fellowship with the
victim as before. At Robison's Forkthe withdrawal
of fellowship was a powerful instrument to encour-
age righteous behavior and promote the growth of
a close-hnit community. The turning of the cold
shoulder to an unrepentant member brought many
to repentance and a better way of life because it
was the act of the whole religious community.
Characteristics of the frontier persisted in Giles
County, and fighting, drinking, and gambling were
widespread. The church saw that one of its major
functions was the promotion of public rnorality
and the discipìining of its members. When a mem-
ber failed to reform, they publicly withdrew their
felìowship and announced to the community that
they were no longer responsible for the conduct of
that person.
Stills abounded in 1;he county, and the liquor jug
with its corncob stopper could be found in many
homes. Though the Robison's Forh churchfavored
abstinence, their effort was directed toward sobri-
ety. They were sensitive to the public effect of
one of.their tnembers appearing totallv "soused"
*When the elders of one Tennessee congregation excom-
municated almost half of the mernbers for opposing aid to
a church college out of the treasury and assistance to the
Ilerald of Truth, the excluded rnembers claimed the right io
worship in ihe building in the afternoon. The elders loclced
the doot:s and went to court for an injunciion. A Freed"
Ilartlernan official, testifying as an "expert witness," de-
clared that elders have sole control over church property
and exclusive autliority on matters of doctrine in the
Churches of Christ.
on muster day at Puìaski. When this seemed to l.le
the case with Bro. William J. Walker, he was sum-
moned "in conference" to account forLris behavior.
I'Ie admitted that he had got a little "high," but
wanted to know "if a man could not take a dram
a:rd still be a Christian." Barrett, who was presid-
ing, replied that this was certainly not his position,
but "a man could not persist in drunkenness and
be a Christian." Walker then insisted that he could
find no scripture which held that a Christian could
not occasionally get too tnuch. Since this seemed
to happen with regularity in Walker's case, members
then pressed him to a commitment to avoid exces-
sive inbibing in the future. When he answered, "I
am what I am," they held him to be unrepentant
and rebellious and unanimously withdrew 'their
fellowship from him.
In 1835 the conference inquired into reports
that "our beloved brother Charles Beal" hàd been
drunk twice, and a committee was uamed to ask
him to come to conference the following month.
Instead, he tooh the floor after worship services
the following Sunday and admitted that he had
"violated the laws of the king by intoxication"
and asked forgiveness. "Whereupon," the record
reads, "the Brethren forgive him and retain him in
full fellowship, after which Bro. W. Barrett gave
him a short but very appropriate admonition
setting forth injury that the cause of Christ sus-
tains. . . ."
The morals of the brethren were a constant
concern. The church called Bro. John Roberts
before them to answer charges that he had violated
his written and oral contract to sell his cotton to
William Shields, who was not a church member.
When he admitted his guilt, begged forgiveness, and
made restitution to Shields, he received a unani-
mous embrace of fellowship.
f),"0, a slave .f sister Braden, was charged with
seduction and beating a vr'oman. Finding his con-
fession inadequate and insincere, the members
withdrew their feÌlowship from him. Bro. ,Ioseph
East was alraigned for "having transgressed the
laws of the redeemer in having instituted a suit in
chancery court against B. G. Pease, a Brother who
had obtained a letter of recommendation and
removed from among us." TlTis took time to settle
since Pease had moved to another state, but the
trvo lvere reconciled and East retained in full fel-
lowship.
When Bro. Williarn Roberts intervened in a fight
between his son and a neighbor, the church decided
by a close vote that his conduct was unchristian.
At Sunday services next day, the accused pled his
case again. Though he conceded that fighting
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was unchristian, he argued that it was unavoidable
since he would be failing his responsibility as a
father if he perrnitted his son to be seriously beaten.
T'herenpon, the congregation "by a large majority"
reversed its previous decision.
The issues of fornication and adultery were met
head-on in public review. When testimony was of
a delicate nature, the men met outdoors and the
women reviewed the case in the meeting house, but
at decision time they met together. In charges in-
volving a ldyoman member, a sister or a committee
of women were sent to interview the accused and
make a report. Presumably the members felt that
if women could prophesy and pray in church
assemblies at Corinth, they could make reports to
the assembly at Robison's Fork.
ister Eveline East was charged with fornication.
'Ihe committee of women reported her admisssion
of guilt and her heart-rending inability to stand
before the assembìy, and offered her letter as a
substitute. "Dear Brethren and Sisters," she wrote,
"I am under the necessity of writing a few lines,
begging you all to forgive me. I thinh my blessed
Jesus has forgiven me, it was for no meanness that
I have acted as I have. I was led in the error by
and through the deceitfulness of a seducer." Not
completely satisfied, the congrêgation postponed
its decision for a month, and Sister East send a
second letter of abject sorrow and a promise "to
spend the balance of my days in serving the Lord,"
Whereupon the church accepted her plea and re-
ceived her warmly back into fellowship.
The vigilance of the members extended to such
things as selling liquor on Sunday, playing ball and
fiddling inbtead of attending services, and playing
marbles for "keeps." But only one doctrinal issue
was even partially involved in discipline. Bro. J. H.
Chambers quêstioned the inspiration of the Scrip-
tures. But since he was already under question for
being at variance with their rather strict moral code,
the members, whose whole religious foundation
was the validity of the Book, felt that he had
removed himself from their fellowship.
My grandparents and great urìcles, probably as
did other migrants frorn Robison's Fork, tooh
with them the model of this church when they
settled on the banks of the Mississippi River in
1861. An old Tennessee history records that they
were "rnembers of the Christian Church." That,
of r:ourse, was what their polite neighbors called
the church. To them it had no name, there being
but one church, which was Gocl's" From them the
model passed to my father, Joe Wiley Parhs, who
with his family was the core of the Jones Chapel
congregation, the first permanent one in New Ma-
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drid Bend. The carpenters who erected the Jones
Chapel meeting house in 1912 stayed in his home,
and what rìoney he did not contribute was raised
by rny two oldest sisters mahing the rounds ofl the
community in a buggy. 'Ihe record of their fund
raising still survives in the first record booh of
Jones Chapel.
This church had pious and abìe elders, but, lil<e
the Robison's Fork leaders, they never made a
decision for the congregation. When matters needed
attention, a meeting would be held at the close of
the Sunday morning service. The children followed
the discussion as avidly as did the adults. The
women shared in the discussion and decisions were
reached by consensus, Quaker fashion.
At one such meeting, with John Craig presiding,
the men had their say on the problem. Brother
Craig then turned to my Aunt lda Crafton, who
was known for her rugged independence, stern
morals, and thorough Bible study. "Ida," he said,
"What do you think is the best course?" She
replied, "I tell you, John, this is the way it ought
to be." When she had finished, Brother Craig
turned to the men and said, "I always did say,
fellows, that lda had more sense then the rest of
us put together." Because there was no male song
leader at Jones Chapel, my sister, Calrie, whose
strong, clear soprano could be heard anywhere in
the churchyard, led the singing for years.
When it was decided that some of the members
would start a new congregation in Tiptonville,
the county seat, it was another sister of mine,
Maude, who negotiated the sale of the old Metho-
dist building and made the down-payment. The
model of Robison's Fork and Jones Chapel carried
on in the new congregation. When some new arri-
vals wanted to erect a sign in front of the building
to read "Tiptonvilìe Church of Christ," they were
adamantly resisted by Brother Craig. The church
has no name, he insisted, and anybody can see that
the meeting house stands on the town's main street.
X O" not thinh l ever heard the term "Church of
Christ" until I enrolled as a freshman at David
Lipscomb College" It was not until after the death
of Brother Craig that the sectarian sign went ltp.
Ultimately this congregation became "orthodox-
ized" by a succession of Freed-Hardeman preachers.
On occasional visits "home" l attend services there,
viewing my own handiwork in the Sunday school
rooms visibie from the auditorium. But the former
invitations to speaìr are no ìonger cxtended and
even rny preseÌ-ice goes unacknowledgecl. A sixtir
generation member of my family has found it
good to identify with tire Tucher Street church in
Dyersburg in order to breathe the free atmosphere
of old.**
If the basic beliefs and practices of Robison's
Fork and Jones Chapel survive as a part of my
mental baggage train, I pull the burden with pride,
and the confidence that our forebears were people
of good sense, clear sight, and minds responsive
to the word. Their simple annals, recorded in their
church books, indict this generation of believers
who accept without questioning the authorita¡ian
rule and the sectarianism against which these
pioneers revolted.
The norms of their church life are seen today by
the Church of Christ power structure as radical and
o'liberal." They would welcome both words, for
the gospel is liberating and it demands a radical
redirection of tife. They took seriously the claim
of the "universal priesthood ofl believers" and
pursued the active role of priests as opposed to the
passive role of laymen.
If these pioneers of the faith could have any new
message to our generation, it would be: Don't
walk out in disgust or despair. Don't passively
resign yourselves to an authoritarian system which
excludes our women, forecloses discussion, and
insists that you must "take it or leave it." Fight
the sectarianism closest to you-that within your
own flock. And keep burning the torch of restora-
tion and renewal.
**The loss of any women's voice in the affairs of the
Tiptonville congregation never daunted my independently'
willed elderly sister, Carrie. When the male leaders displayed
an indifference toward a handful of black brethren, she
bought a lot, designed a meeting house, erected at her own
expense a building for the blacks, and paid for a gospel
meeting to get them off to a good start. When Jones Chapel
offered a Bible as an award to any member who would
memorize the book of Matthew, she and I were the surviv-
ing contestants. She at the age of twenty-nine and I at age
twelve stood before the entire church to quote this book,
only she refused to quote the last verse so that I alone could
receive the award. Nowadays, a young boy can read the
Scriptures, but not even the little girls, much less a grown
woman, can stand in the assemblY.
c-..--r . -. ru,¿fY'
Beíng Huma,n Being
jþre>:o'-": ,,^ r-o
My life has been spent explor¡ng
theories.
With each new theory, familiar patterns
emerge:
insight
sense of satisfaction
arrogance
disillusionment
failure
a new beginning.
But, then, that's just a pet theory
of mine.
fashioned
from someone else's mold.
Alone,
all the while
being surrounded
by others
with the same search.
Answers,
there are none.
Games,
rejected one by one.
I want to go home,
but,
ahead of time,
l'm left
simply
hunting.
***
Thank you for:
hours of listening,
fitting of puzzle pieces,
drying of tears,
the rocking of a child
lost and forgotten,
the digging of a grave,
mid-wifing re-birth.
I can't repay you.
I can be there for someone else.
Hunting,
trying to find
my place
in this world
of aliens.
Searching,
old haunts
finding
only that they,
also, are gone,
Risking,
new patterns
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FRORñ Tþ{H BACK PËlAf
ff&mrffsmm*ðæsr Æðð KPB€ff ffime¡æ
ffioöeeg$or ff#aæmß ffs ffiexåddup?cæ
By EAVE WIMB¡Sl"'l
Far be it f rom me to knock the charismatics,
On second thought, if I don't, who will? All right, so
maybe W. A. Criswell will, Maybe John Rice will. Maybe lra
Rice, or Ron Durham. But what I mean is, who that the
people will recognize and take seriously? lt seems to be my
Christian duty to put the rap on my brothers and sisters in
the charismatic movement.
Now before going any further, let me state tlrat many of
my close friends are in the charismatic camp. And as long as
they stay at camp I don't mind. lt's when they want to move
in nextdoor or marry my s¡ster or stuff like thatwherl I get
upset.
Of course you know that charismatics are all demon-
possessed. How else can you explain their penchant for lis-
tening to Pat Boone records? I mean "Speedy Gonzales" and
"Bernadine" are obviously two great records*but at 2:30 in
the morning?l
lf charismatics are not brainwashed, how do you explain
their unquenchable desire for Evie Tornquist concerts?
And if charismatics aren't wacked out, tell me how thev
can smile and clap their hands and sing "This ls the Day
that the Lord Hath Made" on a Monday before I a'm.
What I really don't understand, though, is how these
people are always getting direct gr-rídance from the Lord,
Only twice have I been sure the Lord has spoken directly to
me. The first time, I wound up getting mugged in the Dodger
Stadium parking lot, The second time, I wound up moving
to NewJersey, Since then I have decided that it is no good
to pray f,or guidance and then eat green chili burritos with
sov sauce for su¡:per.
But take my friend Roy Rogers. The Lord is talking to
him every time he turns around. (Actually, he doesn't turn
around all that much, but l'm always one for a good, old-
fashioned ctiche.)
In just four days recently he won the New Jersey state
lottery, wrote a best-sellir.rg novel, chose the right pile of
laundry in a TV commercial, had a perfect dental clreck-up,
found out that the government owed him $2,000 for over-
payment of taxes, and his skirr cleared up dramatically. He
claims all this came about because he listened to the Lord's
gu idance.
"Roy, I tell you, tlris is rrothing but or'ìe big coincidence,"
I said to lrirn the other day.
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"Ooh. wowie , zowie," he said, obviously speaking in
tongues again. "Just looky here, will you?" He bent down
and picked up a $100 bill out of the gutter.
Another problem with charismatics is that every time
you ask one of them to pray about something they'll come
back and report, "Well, I got peace about it." The Nazis
could be marclring down on us and the charismatics would
be saying, "llve got peace about this."
Not long ago I was faced with the prospect of having to
buy a new car, after my 1952 Studebaker was put out of
commission by a faulty magneto. My good f riend, Herbert
W. Armstrong, had a beautiful '57 Edsel that he was willing
to let go for $800. (l was able to bring the price down by
offering him my complete collection of songs by the Bel
Canto Singers of Boles Home, volumes 1-87; "An Anthol"
ogy of Foy Wallace Marching Songs"; and the original sound
track from the 1936 Oliphant-Rice debate on whether the
Jews will return to Jerusalem. I also offered him Jimmy
Allen's classic, "What ls Hell Like?" but since this was
August in New Jersey, Armstrong figured he already knew')
Well, before buying this Ëdsel' I decided to pray about
it. I also asked my friend Clyde Beatty to join me in my
prayers, He called me back an hour later.
"Dave," he said, "l've got peace about it. I think you
shor¡ld buy that car." So I bought it. The next day I no'
ticed a l<nocking in the engine. I called Clvde (who is not to
be confused with my brother, Cled. who is indeed my bro-
ther, no matter how often he may deny it)"
"Clyde," I said. "l'm afraid there's something wrorrg with
the car. but I'm broke, Pray that things will worl< out, will
you?
þ"{e called me back irr half an hour. "lt's okay. I've got a
real peace about it."
The next day the car started wheezing. I called Clyde
again, "That car's in really bad shape" Pray that it won't cÒst
much to get it fixed."
He called me back in fifteen minutes. "lt's okay. l've got
peace about it."
The next day. the engine fell out of the car, on the George
Washington Bridge. I called Clyde from there.
"Clycle," I screamed calmly. "My car has iust died on the
GW Bridge, and l'm going to jump off and kill myself !"
There was a slight pause. Finally, he spoke. "Go ahead
and do it, Dave," he advised. "l've got a real peace about it."
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Whqt Does
ItMeqn
to be
Humqn?
By GLAUDE COX
The editor of Mission once suggested that it
would be wise to define "soul" in the truly biblical
sense of "life" or "person" so that salvation might
be seen wholistically as something affecting the
entire person-body, soul, and spirit (Cross Cur-
rents, August 1970¡.* The purpose of this article
is to carry forward in greater detail the editor's
remarks, and to ask just what it means Lol¡e human.
Difficutties arise immediately when one asks
about the biblícal perspective on what it means to
be human. First, the biblical documents span hun-
dreds of years and during this long period there
were numerous developments which affected this
issue. Second, the Bible comes to us in more than
one language, and these different languages reflect
different conceptions of anthropology. Third,
neither Isaiah nor Paul nor any other biblical writer
has left us a specific treatise "On the Nature of
Man." Rather, the relevant texts are widely scat-
tered and are usually concerned primarily with
some other subject. As a result, it would be best to
study the texts in chronological sequence and to
*Since then two useful articles have appearedin Missiott
which bear upon the biblical understanding of being human:
"Woman in Genesis 1-3" by Jay Treat, and "Man: God's
Darling or an Afterthought?" by Atlan J. McNicol (both in
the January 1977 issue).
observe the development and richness of the bibli-
cal tradition. On the other hand, it seems to me
that there is some merit in setting forth general
conclusions based upon a familiarity with the
biblical languages and literatures. Such common
denominators, may then be kept in mind as indivi-
dual texts are read. In this article we shall set forth
two such general conclusions.
I
The picture of man in the Old Testament is
naturally a "Semitic" picture and shares basic fea-
tures with the conception of man in older Mesopo-
tamian literature. The Old Testament pictures man
in terms of. a frail greatness. Created by God and
made a gardener in God's estate, the only status
man has is that which God has given to him; yet
that status is superior to all other creatures. Appar-
ently the only creature made of dust, nevertheless
man enjoys a unique relationship to God both in
terms of likeness ("image") and spiritual capacity.
In the garden Adam and Eve enjoy all the possibili-
ties of life, yet at the same time are susceptible to
death.
In the Old Testament world of thought, death is
followed by the descent of the individual to the
underworld where he or she continues to live on
in some sort of shadowy quasi-existence. The final
lot of all people is the same, and death marks the
end of happiness and communion with God. "The
dead do not praise Yahweh, nor do any that go
down into silence" (Ps. 115:17). This being so,
human aspirations and virtues tend to have a con-
crete, "this life" orientation. The Old Testament
ideal for a man is to marry a beautiful woman,
have many sons, possess lands and herds, worship
Yahweh at the sanctuary or temple, and, after
living to a ripe old age, be buried with his ancestors.
It is not until the Hellenistic period that this orien-
tation changes and a clear belief emerges in life
after death (resurrection in the book of Daniel).
But let us return to the qttestiou of saving
"souls" instead of whole persons. One reason we
speak in this manner stems from the matter of
translation. In the Old Testament, the termnephesh
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refers to the principle of life that activates the indi-
vidual; in fact, it ls the individual and, like the
body, is susceptible to death. When the Old Testa-
ment was translated into Greek (beginning in the
third century B. C.), the word psyche was used to
render nephesh. Unfortunately, the Greek word
psyche carries connotations which nephesh does
not: from a background in philosophy it refers to
that element of man that is pre-existent, immortal,
and in opposition to the body. Now so long as the
readers of the Greek Old Testament were bilingual
or knew what lay beneath the word psyche, this
was not such a serious problem. But the Greek Old
Testament, regarded as inspired, became the Bible
of the early church, its missionaries, and its scholars.
This meant that with regard to the question of what
it means to be human, wide circulation was given
to views which were not there in the original
Hebrew text.
Likewise, when the Bible was translated into
English the term nephesh was often translated
"soul," â word which carries overtones from Greek
philosophy, namely immortality and a body/soul
view of man. Early English translations, especially
the one affectionately known as "the King James,"
helped to shape the English language, and it would
be interesting to know to what extent popular mis-
conceptions about man's nature and salvation are
due to the shortcomings of these translations.
Judaism just before the time of Christ had devel-
oped a number of views about the nature of man,
his psychic makeup, and destiny. Often the Greek
body/soul dichotomy was simply takenover. Philo,
for example, can advise his readers "escape, man,
from the foul prison-house, thy body" ("On the
Migration of Abraham," 9), or counsel that philo-
sophy will enable the soul to rise from the body
("On the Giants," 14). Josephus, writing towards
the end of the first century, says that as he was
about to surrender to the domans he addressed his
Jewish friends as follows: "All of us, it is true,
have mortal bodies, composed of perishable matter,
but the soul lives for evet, immortal: it is a portion
of the Diety housed in our bodies" (War,III, 372).
Though there was a diversity of opinion at the
time, and though the New Testament was written
in Greek, nevertheless the New Testament continues
the basic Semitic understanding of man-though
now developed to include a resurrection and a clear
view of future reward and punishme4t.
il
Two general conclusions can be drawn from the
biblical writings concerning what it means to be
human.
1. To be human means to be totally dependent
upon God. Human life always stands under God's
claim.
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In the Bible all of life is sustained by God since,
indeed, it was created by him. The birds of the air,
the fish of the sea, and all creatures on earth depend
upon God for life and food. Newborn calves and
ripening grain attest to God's love, and the wor-
shiper's offering of the first of the harvest is a con-
fession of dependence and need. In Scripture man
is seen as having nothing in himself which would
allow for an existence apart from God. In this
respect all people are alike, though not all realize it.
A common view, contrary'to this, is seen widely
in contemporary cultute, namely that man has life
in and of himself both now and in the future. Even
in Christian circles one sometimes hears it said that
man is "a spark of the Divine," that is, a bit of God
himself. In the Bible there is no danger of this con-
fusion of man with God; further, the Bible says
that without God there can be no life, either now
or later.
To this extent the Christian mission brings to
the world not only the words of Jesus about life
but also something of the nature of the situation of
those who are being addressed. The message is that
God is the source of life, and that it is in him that
human life attains its potential for meaningful ac-
tivity and happiness. This is not a gnostic message
in which the bare understanding of one's nature is
supposed to bring salvation. Rather, the human
predicament and the nature of what it means to be
human provide the framework within which words
about life may be properly heard. No amount of
self-improvement credits can replace this life in
God, since the presupposition of self-improvement
is trust in self and humankind.
The Christian mission also declares that life's
meaning can be found most fully in God as he is
known in Jesus Christ. Aìl confidence in man's
ability to answer the really crucial questions is to
be regarded as unwarranted. An exaggerated trust
in human technology and resourcefulness ("With
research we can solve that problem too") is contin-
ually called into question. Remember the tower of
Babel!
ilt
2. In the Bíble to be human means to be a
wholeness.
The dichotomistic or body/soul view of man
which appears in Philo, Josephus, and some inter-
testamental biblical writings also appears frequently
in the modern church. We hear it in funeral ser-
mons, and see it in some exegetical literature, as
well as in day-to-day aspects of church life. David
Lipscomb was likely just reflecting a common
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understanding when he sought to clarify our rela-
tionship to Adam's sin in terms of the body/soul
dichotomy. His explanation was that Adam's sin
affects us up to the point where the body and
spirit separate: "Adam's sin has corrupted our
bodies; our own sins corrupt our spirits" (Romans,
p. 104f.). In worship the same kind of dichotomy
is reflected in some hymns which offer religious
escapism and a sort of sentimental hostility to this
life ("Living below in this dark world of sin, hardly
a comfort can afford"; "Beautiful Isle of Some-
where").
This common body/soul dichotomy has had
some unfortunate results for the church's view of
its mission. The church, especially its more evan-
gelical and conservative elements, has seen its pur-
pose as "ministering to the spiritual man and not
to the physical." Feed the poor, yes, but only to
the extent that it opens their ears to hear the
preaching that will save their souls. As for politics,
they belong to this world, to the secular and to the
temporal.
n thus abdicating its responsibilities for political,
social, and economic justness, the church abdicates
its responsibility to sit in judgment upon the world
and thereby to usher in the rule of God. For
example, how did the Churches of Christ feel
about the war in Viet Nam? Who knows? How do
we feel about the plight of the poor, urban ghettos,
political imperialism, the care of the aged, socialized
medicine, ecology, energy conservation, and nu-
clear þower? Does the church have anything to
say about these issues? Unfortunately, in having
nothing to say or in not caring to say anything the
church is seen as merely supporting the majority
position or the status quo. (As for the question of
who might address these issues, it seems to me that
the lot falls first to the editors of our journals since,
in our tradition, it is the editors who have always
held the most power and influence.)
The cleavage between body and soul also permits
a dangerous cleavage between sacred and secular,
church and state, Sunday and Monday. A one-sided
emphasis led Martin Luther King, Jr., to say in his
"Letter from Birmingham Jail":
In the midst of a mighty struggle to rid our na-
tion of racial and economic injustice, I have
heard many ministers say: "Those are social
issues, with which the gospel has no real con-
cern." And I have watched many churches
commit themselves to a completely otherworldly
religion which makes a strange, un-Biblical dis-
tinction between body and soul, between the
sacred and the secular. (In On Being Responsible,
p.270.)
Such religion, concerned as it is with the soul, is
regarded as a private and inward affair without ser-
ious consequences for everyday human situations.
Far from being one-sided, the biblical view is
wholistic and world-affirming. The world is not
an illusion or a troublesome burden from which
man seeks escape; it is his home. The body, the
physical, is of eternal significance and as part of
the person continues always to be a part of human
identity. As Paul says in Romans 8:19ff., not just
a part of human beings but "the whole works"
longs for freedom. In the New Testament, "save"
can be used either of the body (hence, be saved
from distress or disease = "cure") or of spiritual
well-being. The incarnation, the bodily resurrection
of Jesus, and the teaching about a general resurrec-
tion all demand that the physical realm be taken
seriously.
With regard to human sexuality, since the body
is part of the person and not something foreign
that stands between, sexual union can be considered
biblicalty as the most intimate form of knowing.
Thus Paul's abhorrence at the situation in 1 Corin-
thians 5-to sin against the body is to sin against
one's essential being.
Finally, death is not, as in Nietzsche, freedom
and release but the natural end of human life.
Meaningful life with God beyond death is extraor-
dinary and must be granted by the giver of life,
God. For Christians this extraordinary life is that
Iife mediated by Jesus Christ and which, John says,
may be enjoyed proleptically-before the fact of
death-in the present time. Seen in this light, the
church's mission is to bring the world from the
death which naturally affects all people, to the
life of that One through whom all creation came
about and in whom it will be brought to its pur-
poseful fruition.
If the church's one-sided emphasis upon the
spiritual has been unfortunate, no less unfortunate
is society's insistence that men and women can in
fact live by bread alone. A welfare check simply
does not fill the human need for love and commun-
ity. Nor do promotions or an estate in Marlboro
country resolve the problems of human alienation
and guilt. Nor does the pursuit of knowledge for
knowledge's sake open the doors to the meaning
of life. (In the matter of education I like the
advertising logo of the Christian college which
advertises that it "educates the whole man." This
slogan recognizes that there is more to a person
than meets the eye, but that what meets the eye
is important also.)
In summary, according to the Bible to be human
means to be totally dependent upon God for life
and sustenance; and to be a wholeness in which the
physical and spiritual are so interrneshed that each
needs and has implications for the other. t
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Last fall the Western Area Fellowship of the
All-Canada Disciples of Christ, meeting in Guelph,
British Columbia, unanimously resolved to explore
ways and means of encouraging unity and fellow-
ship with other fellowships in the Restoration
Movement. What has come to be known as the
"Guelph Resolution" is a source of encouragement
to many of our Canadian people of all three main
gxoups within the Movement, for this is the first
time that an official gathering of Disciples of Christ
has ever made such a decision, despite their vigor-
ous interest in the unity of Christ's church on a
world-wide basis.
Contrary to the notion of some Americans, the
Restoration Movement did not enter Canada from
the United States. If anything, Canada's beginnings
in the Ancient Order antedated our o\ryn in the per-
son of John McKellar, who brought a non-sectarian
plea with him from Scotland as early as 1798, in-
fluenced as he was by the Scots Baptists. In 1821
he was joined by other Scots such as David Oli-
phant and James Black, who held views much like
those of Alexander Campbell, though their pilgrim-
age in restoring the primitive faith was completely
Dr. Leroy Garrett is the well-l¿nown editor o/ Restoration
Review. He trauels extensíuely conducting seminars, and
is a member of the Church of Christ in Denton, Texas.
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By LEROY GARRETT
independent of his. The oldest church of the Re-
storation Movement in Canada dates back to 1815,
in Nova Scotia, which makes it almost as old as the
Campbell church at Brush Run, which was organ-
ized in 1811. The church in Nova Scotia began
amidst jeers and derision when James Murray, a
Scots Baptist, dared to immerse a few souls into
Christ one Lord's Dav. That same day he observed
the Lord's Supper with the newly baptized, and
the work was begun in the Maritimes.
Today there are about 200 congregations, some
Disciples of Christ, some Christian Churches, and
some Churches of Christ. The latter gtoup did
emanate from the United States in more recent
years, and they are something of an anomaly to
the others because of their exclusiveness. Leading
Canadian Disciples know almost nothing about non-
instrument Churches of Christ and the contacts
have been virtually nil. Presently many of the
Churches of Christ are being ministered to by
young, eager, very conservative preachers from the
schools of preaching in this country. While the
Disciples and Christian Churches (Independent) in
this country have actually become two separate de-
nominations over the past half century because of
internal differences, the lines between them are not
so strongly marked in Canada. Despite some ten-
sions, some of which are supplied from this coun-
try, they still, usually, think of themselves as one
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people and manage to cooperate in some ways.
As a result of the Guelph Resolution, Dr. Allan
Lee, executive secretary of the World Convention
of Churches of Christ, (which now have headquar-
ters in Dallas) and I were invited to Canada as con-
sultants on how best to implement this gesture
toward more communication between our divided
people. In company with Mrs. Audrey Althaus,
one of the committee appointed to implement the
resolution, we visited churches and individuals of
all three of our groups in the province of Alberta.
In Edmonton we met with Bob Leland, secretary
for All-Canada, who showed a loving concern for
more sharing among our divided people. In that
city we also had meetings with ministers and mem-
bers from all three groups, and we were pleased to
find them all willing to explore the idea of some
kind of mass unity meeting.
We went as far north as Grande Prairie-which is
only 3,000 miles from Alaska!-and as far south as
Red Deer, bearing witness to the fact that we all
have our historic roots in a Movement that started
as an effort to "unite the Christians in all the
sects" and that we should therefore be humiliated
by our own sinful divisions and resolved to do
something about them. We had an ace card at our
disposal: the fact that the Disciples were on record
in føuor of doing something. Can we allow an op-
portunity like this to pass us by?
This is true of our Movement generally outside
the United States. Disciples in Great Britain, New
Zealand, and Australia, representing hundreds of
congregations, do not pay much attention to the
divisive ways of the Disciples-Christian Church in
this country. The Churches of Christ in these
places are a different story, for they go about their
work as if the others did not exist. Interestingly
enough, all the churches of our Movement in these
other countries have traditionally preferred the
name "Church of Christ," and some of them are
older than our oldest Churches of Christ in Texas,
having been begun by immigrant Britishers.
on Hardenbrook of the Avondale Church of
Christ in Grande Prairie, which is the northern-
most congregation of our Movement on this con-
tinent besides those in Alaska, is especially enthu-
siastic about the prospects of a Canadian unity
meeting for our people. He thinks it is important
that Canadians themselves be involved more than
visiting Americans, and he emphasized the need of
involving the youth in sueh a gathering since they
are the church of tomorrow.
Some of the ministers from the schools of
preaching in this country were much less enthusi-
astic. One wanted to know what I was doing in
Canada, and he was quick to inform me that they
could get along just fine without me! But it isn'tjust anyone who has had the experience of moving
amongst all three gïoups, and who loves thein all
sufficiently, to do this kind of leg work. It turned
out that even he, aftet a two-hour conversatiQn
that grew increasingly friendly, was willing to
attend a unity conference and share with his alien-
ated brothers. In making these contacts one must
be prepared to talk about instrumental music (llll/l
it be debated at a unity meeting? ) with the non-
instrumentalists. And among the Disciples-Chris-
tian Churches he has to deal with a long history
of hurts, suspicions, cynicism, and indifference
(We'ue tried it before; it won't do any good!).Ortr
ace card again: This time the Disciples are taking
the initiative, and this may indicate that they love
us as much as they do the Methodists and
Presbyterians.
An* Lee was a lot of help to this effort, for in
the World Convention he can offer a kind of "um-
brella organization" that is adaptable to all the
segments of our diverse Movement. It is already
being used by both Disciples and Christian
Churches, and it is very interested in reaching out
to more and more Church of Christ people. Every
five years it holds a world convention, the next one
being in Hawaii in 1980. "Campbellites" from all
over the world come together for fellowship at
these gatherings, many of the most enthusiastic
ones coming from Great Britain, New Zealand, and
Australia. It is the only organization we have that
provides opportunity for fellowship on a world-
wide basis. At the last gathering in Mexico City
our folk assembled from some forty countries.
The World Convention has been invited by the
Canadians to sponsor this unity meeting in their
country, if indeed we are able to get it off the
ground. We have cause to be encouraged. Its sig-
nificance is obvious. If such an effort could foster
a deeper sense of love and cooperation among all
our congregations in Canada, which are mostly
small and struggling and widely separated from
each other (by miles as well as in sentiment), it
would be a great blessing.
Such a unity conference would likely come in
the next two years. We urge you to be more consci-
ous of our churches in the vast reaches of Canada,
who suppose that we view them as small, poor, and
unimportant (they can hardly imagine churches of
500-1,000 members of their same faith!), and to
pray for them that they might be more sensitive to
the need of "preserving the unity of the Spirit in
the bond of peace"-more so than those of us int
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the United States!
Whoos ln Charge Ifere, AnSrurraf
The second in a two-part series excerpted from the forthcoming book
by Roy Willbern, Houston attorney and former elder at
the Southwest Church of Christ.
Probably the greatest source of pain, frustra-
tion, and tension in the Churches of Christ today
is conflict between preachers and elderships. Gen-
erally when a preacher fails to meet the needs of
a local congtegation, or when a congtegation is un-
able to accept his teaching, philosophy, or per-
sonality, brotherly love prevails, corrections and
adjustments are made, or an orderly transition is
worked out. All too frequently, however, the tran-
sition is not orderly; brotherly love does not pre-
vail; and bruised egos react in ways that damage the
tranquility of the members, thus wounding the
body of Christ. For such occasions even prayer and
fasting are ineffective. For such occasions shep-
herds need all the help they can get. On such occa-
sions the question must be asked, "Who's in charge
here, anyway?"
For some, this problem can be satisfactorily con-
cluded by the statement of E. W. McMillan at an
Abilene Christian University lectureship in 1g46:
In the local group all authority is vested in the
men called elders. They are limited by the New
Testament of their king, but within the pre-
scriptions of that law there is no man with tfre
right to discredit or reject or otherwise hinder
the peaceful work of the church under them.
When their final decision has been prayerfully
reached and announced, unless it is entirely out
of harmony with plain Bible teaching, the other
members of the congtegation are commanded
to cooperate with that judgment.
For others, the problem cannot be resolved that
simply.
One source of preacher-elder tension is found in
the developing history of the Restoration Move-
ment. From the early 1800s until around 1920,
most congregations were loosely organized,by to-
day's standards (see Norman Parks, article in this
issue-Ed.). Some had elders and deacons, but
very few had elders, deacons, and a ,,located min-
ister." Ministers, or evangelists, as most preferred
to be called, had been floating circuit-rider types
not regularly associated with nor under any single
eldership. Transition from unattached traveling
evangelists to permanently located ministers reg-
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ularly serving a single congregation took from
about 1910 to about 1.945. Now the change is
virtually complete.
Upon reflection it is not difficult to trace some
of today's tensions to the transition or evolution
of the preacher's self-image in light of his changing
relationship to the local congregation.
Perhaps more important is the real difficutty in
determining what the Scriptures teach about the
site of human authority in the body of Christ.
Though most Bible expositors emphatically take
one position or another, organized Christendom
has followed three general philosophies, all suppo-
sedly based on Scripture.
The Roman position, based on a tortuous con-
cept of apostolic succession supplemented by de-
veloping ecclesiastical tradition, has issued in a
tightly structured hierarchical institution. This sys.
tem locates all authority in the centralized earthly
church headed by a College of Cardinals, under a
Pope who is considered to be a personal successor
to the apostle Peter.
Protestantism's general position, with all sorts of
variations, is that local congregations are under an
individual pastor or preacher. He in turn is some-
times responsible to a regional and national or
worldwide head, usually a representative body, of
the specific tradition. The local leader is customarily
assisted by a board of deacons or presbyters. Ten-
sion and uncertainty sometimes exist here, too.
The source of this pastoral authority of one indi-
vidual is based, I believe, somewhat subconsciously
on long-submerged ties to Romanism, somewhat on
the concept of divine election, a personal spiritual
call to preach, and somewhat on official ordination
and delegation of authority from the central institu-
tion. Perhaps the chief cause for pastoral authority
focused in one man over each congregation is in the
individual pastor himself. Theologically, the will to
manipulate is one of man's basic expressions of
pride.
The third general concept or philosophy is that
of congregational autonomy, with authority in the
congregation itself and leadership responsibility
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vested in elders, bishops, or shepherds. This is the
concept espoused by Churches of Christ and is, I be-
lieve, most consistent with the Scriptures.
This third concept clearly places responsibility
for the local conglegation under the elders. That is,
it does so with the possible exception of evangelists.
The question is whether the evangelist is in a separ-
ate category with divine sanction and appointment
as an at-Iarge function outside the local congrega-
tion. Practice during those years the Restoration
Movement was crystallizing, based traditionally and
sociologically on the practices of the general Protes-
tant movement, placed the evangelist somewhat in
this atJarge posture. Some scriptures-for example
Ephesians 4:LL-1,2 and those passages in 1 Timothy
and Titus where Paul is encouraging Tìmothy and
Titus to appoint elders--eem to indicate that the
evangelist is outside the local congregation and in a
sense even over the local congregation.
As a result of these considerations-the develop-
mental transition in the Restoration Movement,
the subconscious heritage and influence of the
Roman church, the example of general Protestant-
ism, and the scriptural uncertainty as to the nature
and status of the evangelist-preachers in the
Church of Christ frequently consider themselves
beyond the responsibility and authority of elders
in the local congregation. Elders charged with re-
sponsibility for the life, health, and progtess of the
local church cannot abdicate in the face of chal-
lenges from the preacher; hence, conflict seems in-
evitable and is all too frequently the result. The
foregoing gives at least a glimpse of the nature of
the tension.
Let's look at the problem a bit more closely.
Suppose a young man feels a divine call to preach.
He goes to a Christian college and gets a degree. The
college can give him a degree, but it cannot give
him a license to preach. There is no headquarters-
state, national, nor worldwide-where he can be or-
dained as a preacher. As a practical matter, if he
wants to preach he must find a local congregation
and obtain from the eldership there an assignment,
an opportunity to preach.
Through the local congtegation and its eldership
the aspiring preacher receives both license and
forum to carry out his desire to preach. In such an
environment the young preacher is under the di-
rection, protection, and authority of elders. Should
he think otherwise and rebel against such authority
he can, because of the forum afforded him, disturb
the peace and tranquility of the congregation; he
can upset and draw away members; he can griev-
ously hurt the body of Christ. In so doing, he re-
pudiates the source of his own opportunity to
preach. This will appeff to be overdrawn to some,| - r---r rr-- ---.---^^--:^ l- t^^^ L^^l ^- ^all(l lL lllay De; uuL Lllc purpuùc l5 t,u rauc rrc¿u-u¡r 4
major problem which troubles the church in this
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generation.
Let's look at the problem from another angle.
Elders normally are men with little or no formal
professional training as theologians or as congre-
gational leaders. As "men of good repute" they are
usually leaders as businessmen, professional men,
employees and/or employers in the community.
They are mature, experienced, and esteemed by
both the congregation and the community.
Despite their general lack of theological educa-
tion, elders are supposed to be "apt to teach" and
thus to have an acceptable level of understanding
and insight into the Scriptures. Each, to one de-
gree or another (else he wouldn't be serving), "as-
pires to the office of bishop, desiring the noble
task." He has the sort of personal ego to feel com-
fortable in a leadership position.
The elder's training and experience has been in
the world. Certainly he is influenced by the world's
problems, philosophies, and purposes. And he has
been successful in that environment.
The elder is a product of the congregation, has
his roots in the congregation, and should be able to
understand its needs, capacities, and life. The elder's
life is in and with the life of the congregation.
The point is that too often there is a difference
between the background, training, education' and
experience of the preacher and that of the elders.
In one sense this is good because this difference
makes it possible for the congregation to benefit
from both directions. In another sense this differ-
ence increases the tension when a specific problem
is approached from different perspectives.
The preacher, with superior theological educa-
tion, devoting his full time and energies to the spiri-
tual life of the church, views a problem through the
eyes and mind conditioned by this background. To
him, problems may often appear to be simple, clear,
and definite, demanding immediate specific solu-
tions. The elders, because of insufficient knowledge
and time, or because of a different perspective, view
the dame problem and find the solution to be ob-
scure, impractical of immediate solution, or much
less important.
More specifically, a proposed solution that is
necessary and compelling in the eyes of the
preacher may be much too expensive in the eyes
of the elders. The result can be that a needed ac-
tion is not taken, a promising mission is neglected,
and the growth of the church is impaired. The
preacher is disappointed, frustrated and caused to
lose heart. Sometimes he is certain that the prob-
lem is a lack of education, understanding, and
commitment on the part of the elders.
The tension is real, and understanding the causes
of its existence is important. In the midst of con-
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when calm, mature, considerate deliberation is
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needed. Elders, jealously protective of the flock
of which they are a part, may look upon the
preacher as a temporary, alien interloper. They
may attribute the preacher's purposes to his per-
sonal ego, to the promotion of his personal bias or
philosophy.
Obviously, I am writing from the stance of an
elder. My identity is with the elders as they try to
cope with the elder-preacher tensions. I need to
be reminded of the preacher's viewpoint.
The preacher has been called by the elders not
only to be a teacher to the flock but to be a mem-
ber of it. By his acceptance of this call, he identi-
fies himself with the congregation. He quickly
becomes enmeshed in its life. His purpose is to pro-
mote the life of the congregation.
The preacher's personal investment in the associ-
ation needs to be carefully remembered. His edu-
cation has been long, specifically channelled and
costly. His years of experience have further pre-
pared him for a life of continuing service. His
emotional and psychological security are tied to
performing effectively in this ministry to which he
has been called. Far too many promising, capable,
dedicated preachers have become discouraged
and have chosen other vocations. Far too often the
cause of such discouragement is lack of under.
standing, lack of patience, lack of vision on the
part of the elders.
There may be some help in arriving at a better
perspective for the problem by considering the
words of the apostle Paul in 1 Tirnothy 5:17:"Let
the elders who rule well be considered worthy of
double honor, especially those who labor in
preaching and teaching." This passage suggests
with approval the merger of the offices of elder
and preacher. And Peter, perhaps the gteatest evan-
gelist of all, in exhorting elders in 1 Peter 5:1,
describes himself as a "fellow elder."
This focusing of the functions of leading and
preaching into one person suggests at least that the
two functions can exist side by side as mutually
profitable services. Though the examples do not
suggest any requirement that the elder be also
a preacher, nor that the preacher be also a bishop,
the Scriptures do suggest that the capacity to
preach is helpful for the elder and that the capacity
of mature judgment in leadership is helpful to the
preacher.
Clearly the gifts of preaching and leading are
designed to work in harmony toward God's eternal
purposes and must not be exercised negatively.
Elders leading properly must understand and use
constructively the unique capacities of preachers.
And preachers using the forum and oppprtunity
afforded to them must be conscious of the respon-
sibility for leading placed upon the elders.
The solution to this tension will come only
when preachers and elders alike are fully submis-
sive to the lordship of Christ in all that they are
and in all that they do. And that's easier said than
done, isn't it?
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Bonhoef{er (left) tours Switzerland with Bethge before being arrested bV the Nazis. (RNS photo)
The second of a two-part interview with Eberhard Bethge,
friend and biographer of Dietr¡ch Bonhoeffer
By VICTOR t. HUNTER and PHILLIP JOHNSON
Edilor's Note-"Secular theology" in America seized on Bonhoeffer's phrase,
"religionless Christianity" to justify its attack on traditional piety. That issue
and others are aired in the following conuersation between the martyred the-
ologian's biographer, Eberhard Bethge, and (representing Mission) former
editor Victor L. Hunter, and Princeton Seminary student Phillip Johnson.
Mission: I)r, Bethge, in Bonhoeffer's later writings,
tn Letters and Papers from Prisorz, he used the
phrase "religionless Christianity." That term has
really been thrown up for grabs. In America every-
one said, "Yes, that is what we have been talking
about." Can you help us understand that in light
of The Cosf and comment on what some have
called the "two sides" of Dietrich Bonhoeffer?
Bethge: Âh, yes, what are the two sides'/ I would
put the question this way: What has changed in the
Letters and Papers? Tl-le circumstances had
changed. Dietrich had believed in the '30s that
the church could be the body to fight that great
devil (Naziism). Then he experienced in the years
to come that that vuas not so. Because Christians
who were not leaders in the church, but who were
in the military or judicial or industrial part of Ger-
man life, were overpowered by the government
one by one without loolting where all of this was
leading. So that separation in German life, even in
vocational areas, which had been Gerrnany's
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strength was being used by the government. Hitler
was the greatest fascist because he could use tire
best experts from that hind of ethos. A person
looked to the things in his on'n field and in no
other. ln this way he depaltmentalized us.
Now Dietrich thought religion, since the middle
ages, had become a departmentalization of man
too. Dietrich had been brought up in nineteentl-r
century Lutheranism in which "religion" was the
one \4/ord used for everything. "Religion" re-
placed '¿faith." And religion was used by those
who no longer stuck to church dogma, who were
not able to obey the church. But it was destruc-
tive in civil life to say "I am an atheist." So one
could say, "I don't believe in that, but I am religi-
ous." So religion became a polemical device for
emancipation.
Of course, you don't even find the word used
Iike that in the Bible. But then Marx and Freud
said, "Yes there is such a thing as religion, but it is
a part of life for those who still need to be
Bethge: No. It is the same thing-testifying to the
Iordship of Christ. But now (in Letters and Papers)
grace had become even more costly. Now that all
the neat departments of liÍe hacl been broken
down, grace was more costly. Now the Christian
had to do conspiracy.
Yesterday a girl asked me, "I{ow could Bonhoe{'-
fer have entered into a conspiracy to murder
Hitler?" And I was thinking how to answer that
girl when my wife stepped in, hapþilv enough, and
asked, "Ho'ür' could he nothave done it?"
Mission: Bonhoeffer continually came back theo-
logically to a focus on community. Christ is
present in the word-yes. He is present in the sac-
rament-yes. But he is also present in community.
What did that mean to him-for Christ to be pre-
sent in communitv?
Bethge: It meant, on the one hand, the renewal of
the notion of Viua Vox, the living voice. I experi-
ence now the presence of Christ in the word of my
The Bible is a printed word of letters. Only when
people take it up and speak that word to me does it speal(
to me. Without the living testimony of witnesses today, it is dead.
dominated."
This departmentalization of religion had one
day to be fought. And the great man who did that
was Karl Barth, and with him as a younger pupil,
Dietrich. And we were all brought up in that kind
of thing. Religion? No! Faith? Yes! And when
Dietrich speaks of a "non-religious interpretation"
or "religionless Christianity" he means a Christi-
anity which is addressed to the whole of life, not
to a neat department in which one is allowed to
live.
This had to do with church-state relations all
over the world. Either the state had been hostile to
the church and placed it in a corner, or there had
been a neat contractual, legalized arrangement be-
tween church and state, as has been the case in the
Western world. But the gospel as such, the word ofjustice in the OId Testament and the word of
total obedience in the Sermon on the Mount-that
was totally ìost by the very use of the term
religion. "Religion," by a softening of the gospel,
is a betrayal of the lordship of Christ. So, religion-
Iess Christianity means to relate the lordship of
Christ to the world as it is today. And therefore,
if people say Bonhoeffer was wrong here because
today r¡/e see the recurrence of religion-that's just
beside tl-re point.
Mission: So, Bonhoeffer's "religionless Christian-
ity" is not in any way a break with the message of
Cost?
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fellow Christian to me. The Bible is a printed word
of letters. Only when people take it up, and in
their own responsibility, speak that word to me
does it come alive. After that has been done I can
take it up again and it speahs to me. But without
the living testimony of witnesses today, it is dead.
So we have the great gift of Christ's presence in
the Christian person next to me, who takes the re-
sponsibility to say "I believe that and I say to you
it is true. Dare to live on that."
Second, I would say, in Bonhoeffer's own life
one of the greatest temptations was the Iotreliness
of a very powerful man who, by his very superior-
ity of strength-physical and intellectual-faced the
temptation of isolation. And he had the greatest
clesire always to break through to others. He be-
came the great artist of sharing.
Bonhoeffer would say, "Every kind of doctrine
of Christ and doctrine of God which tries to praise
the majesty of Christ in his total 'otherness' does
not interest me. I think the majesty <¡f God and
Christ is that he doesn't want to be that, he wants
to share." So Dietrich could not think of grace,
of reconciliation, of the commands, outside the
context of relation in communitv. In this way he
was a very good Lr-rtheran. Lttther said we ate re*
lated to God because he is pro tne, Dietricìr's con-
tribution was that he said not just pro me, but pro
nobls (for us). And at the end of tlne Letters he
clranges again and says, ves, ¡tro nobís, for the
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community-but it is not a closed community;
therefore, pro alles, for the others-Christ the man
for others.
In pietism we say "for me"-Jesus and me, me
and Jesus. Bonhoeffer never gave that up. But how
can that be preserved for me? It must be "Christ
for us." But even if you stop there, the gospel will
We say "for me"-Jesus and me. But
it must be "Christ for us." And we must
also say "Christ the man for others."
be poisoned because it has been closed in. There-
fore, we say Christ pro alles.
Mission: I must ask the question about Bonhoef-
fer's increasing dependence on the Bible from his
early friendship with Frans Hildebrandt. In a letter
to Rudigir Schleicher (Bethge's father-inlaw-
authors), Bonhoeffer is answering the question
concerning what is the authority for living the
Christian life in the world. He writes:
I will confess quite simply-I believe the Bible
alone is the answer to all our questions, and that
we need only to ask repeatedly and a little hum-
bly, in order'to receive this answer . . . Only if
we expect from it the ultimate answer shall we
receive it. That is because in the Bible God
speaks to us. . . .
And I would like to tell you now quite person-
ally; since I have learnt to read the Bible in this
way-and this has not been for very long-it be-
comes every day more wonderful to me. I read
it in the morning and the evening, often during
the day as well, and every day I consider a text
which I have chosen for a whole week, and try
to sink deeply into it, so as really to hear what
it is saying. I know that without this I could not
live properly any longer. And I certainly could
not believe (M. Bosanquet, The Life and
Death of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 110.)
The reason that fascinates me is that many of us
who have studied in textual criticism find our-
selves in the tension between an honest, objective
treatment of the Bible and a desire to maintain a
deep relationship of faith with Christ through the
Scriptures. Did Bonhoeffer see these two ap-
proaches as opposed to each other?
Bethge: As far as I hear you, behind your ques-
tion is that debate about a "doctrine of the Bible."
Mission: To some extent. Mission readers want to
be biblical. But we also want to be involved in our
world. The dialectic is very strong from where we
move theologically. And so, on the one hand,
needing to use all the historical-critical tools, and
at the same time, over against that, we want to
Iisten- for the word of God in that text on a level
other than the historical-critical.
Bethge: There is, of course, a histor;y of theology.
And Dietrich belongs to a certain movement of
that history. Though he and Barth were never
against critical-historical method, we had come to a
point at which the great scholar had led us to
understand in detail the particular "pieces" of the
text. But that was in our opinion, and still in mine,
misleading, if you think the meaning of the Bible
can only be found in listening, for example, to the
piece of poetry in the Psalms to get at its original
historical setting. That might be one part of under-
standing. But now, Dietrich would say, tffe have a
canon by the decision of the church. This alto-
gether is our witness. Now the critical method
helps us discern what the central witness of the
Bible is, so that we don't equate everything in a
simplistic way. If we do that we must go without
shoes, because Jesus told his disciples to go
barefoot.
But Dietrich discovered so much contemporary
psychological and nhilosophical bias in modern his-
torical criticism. He did not think that was the
voice of God. He became less trustful of that
method and saw the boundaries of that method to
its own time. And Dietrich liked that counterpart-
that strangeness about the Bible. He didn't want to
erase that with modern criticism. There are strange
chapters in the Bible, are there not? I cannot grasp
them today, perhaps in a year's time, perhaps they
cannot be grasped in this generation. But I must be
corrected by that whole strange kind of witness of
that book.
After having been taught how to understand all
the pieces, it was a gteat thing in the Confessing
Church, without rejecting scholarship, to learn to
put it all together-even with the "scars" of the
historical-critical process-and to ask, "What is the
one witness of this Bible?"
And some accused Dietrich of making a sort of
fetish of the Bible and ignoring the critical prob-
lems. But Dietrich would say, "No, I experience
the objectivity of the Scriptures over against me
which doesn't allow me to betray myself."
Mission: Two last questions. The importance of
worship and meditation seem to stay ever with úhis
"worldly" politically active theologian. Help us
understand the place that worship and meditation
had for Bonhoeffer.
Bethge: This goes along the same lines we were
following before. A Protestant minister in Ger-
many, having been educated by a theological fa-
culty in that great tradition of New Testament and
Old Testament criticism, would go to prepare his
sermon. And he would go to the commentaries to
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see what this or that great scholar had to say about
the particular passage.'He would then put together
his sermon. So Scripture had become a tool for
preaching. Or one could use small passages in the
right situation such as visiting the sick. So the
Bible had become a sort of tool to use. And, of
course, there is no country in the world that has
developed these skills any more than Germany. But
that those passages may be a living word to myself
as a pastor-that was the weak point.
For Bonhoeffer, meditation was the reading of a
very short passage in the morning-maybe only one
verse. It meant stay with the passage for thirty
minutes or so and ask, "What does that mean to
me now, having responsibility for others, having
experienced sorrow and sin, being caught up in the
struggle of the church? What does it say to me
quite personally?" And for that I don't go to the
Greek dictionary to look for the Greek sources in
which I would be involved in an objective study,
but would not allow room for that communica-
tion of that word to me. So meditation was cen-
tered on the personal encounter with Scripture.
Mission: His theology is so bound up with his
life. So you're saying that Bonhoeffer had in his
approach to the Bible that objective-subjective ten-
sion which was very much alive.
Bethge: Yes. And when you read the Letters and
Papers from Prison you see how rich they are in
biblical references. That great passage in Jeremiah
45, "Behold, what I have built up I am breaking
down, and what I have planted I am plucking up
. ."-that was very much personally experienced
in himself in that time of his life. Or ín Life To-
Sether the richness of biblical references is there.
So he lived by that till the end. And yet this did
not seclude him from this world-the political and
social world.
Mission: Was corporate worship important for
Bonhoeffer?
Bethge: Yes, that was the second point. In medi-
tation it might be that you would read only one
verse. The other need was to experience the whole-
ness of Scripture. So Bonhoeffer thought that the
Anglicans had developed in their Evensong order
something of the best tradition, which was a whole
chapter from the Old Testament and the New Test-
ament, and a whole Psalm, read all the way through
each morning and each evening.
It is an impossible claim that I must understand
each reading in its depth and fullness. But I must
expose myself to the fullness and strangeness of
the Scripture as a whole.
In our daily worship at Finkenwald (the Confes-
sing Church's underground seminar-Ed.) we exper-
ienced this. And first we reacted, "Oh, that is so
long." But we had to be exposed in order that we
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would know what it is all about. So, if we rejected
it, we would know what we were rejecting.
We had to get free from personal selection in our
Bible reading. All selection makes one at the mercy
of one's own purposes. And there comes no new
experience, no widening of perspectives.
And with this there was much praying. Dietrich
was a great and concentrated man of prayer. And
he used the tradition of prayer, so that we had
fixed prayer and free prayer with intercession and
all that.
And third, of course, there were the hymns-as
old as possible, so as not to have only the sweet
songs of our century.
Mission: One last question. What do you think
Dietrich would have to say to the church today?
Bethge: This is of course a speculative thing. I
mean, I have certain ideas as to what he should say.
But I truly think he would say, "Be what you are-
Christians today. Don't copy me. Do your job,
which is to relate the gospel of Christ to the reali-
ties of today. It is not easy but you must do it. I
cannot do it for you." And he would have us ask
what he was always asking: "Who is Christ for us
today?" If Dietrich Bonhoeffer is not a liberating
source for us, helping us to see clearly ourselves
and what we do in this present world, then he has
no use for us.
Mission: Is there anything else which we have not
touched on which you wish to say regarding Bon-
hoeffer's legacy to the church?
Bethge: The difficult thing is that people who
look back on his life when he was first working for
The peace question was overrun by
the question of racism. That led
Bonhoeffer to consider conspiracy.
The murderer had to be stopped.
peace in 1934 don't understand his later actions.
The peace question was for him overrun by the
question of racism which the Nazis brought in.
And Dietrich experienced that with the answers he
was proposing to the peace question as a Christian,
he could not answer the challenge of racism. And
that led him at the end to consider even conspir-
acy. The murderer had to be stopped-one v/ay or
the other. And'he was willing to take the guilt of
that.
And at the end Bonhoeffer saw in his experi-
ences in the Confessing Church that the church,
with its dominating stature in the Western world,
must now step down below. And that is the point
we Christians are wrestling with all over the world
now.
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The audience which views a film
can often speak more powerfully than
ihe film iiself. Some years ago when
the film Easy Rider served as a symbol
for the aspirations of the counter-
culture, it was worth going to the thea-
ier just to see what sort of audience
would use this film as a model for a
new life style.
MacArthur has its own clientele.
But those to whom it appeals use the
viewing experience not to shape a new
culture but to reaffirm and reinforce
their pasi values. When I watched ihe
film, nearly everyone in the theater
was past fifty (a most unusual occur-
rence at movies ioday). They were
content to go down memory lane re-
counting MacArthur's career from the
time of the war in the Pacific to late in
the Truman period. There is nothing
in the film that would challenge the
best memories about that turbulent
period.
In real life, MacArthur was a to'
tally dominant figure. In true patrician
style, Gregory Peck portrays this sense
of superiority very well. MacArthur re-
minds one of a saying about the old
British aristocracy: you lool< up to
them so that they may look down on
you. All of the other figures in the
movie are peripheral, wiih ihe possi-
ble exception of Truman, who is ex-
cellently captured as somewhat of a
buffoon by Ed Flanders.
Apparently MacArthur's private life
achieved as high a degree of reputa-
tion for rectitude as his military career.
This is pleasing to note in a day when
psycho-historians take obscene plea-
sure in peering into the darkest reces-
ses of men's souls to discredit almost
everyone who formerly was held in
high respect by the public.
However, the failure of the film to
explore the role which family may
have had on MacArthur has the net
effect of leaving us with a one-dimen-
sional figure, He emerges as an out-
standing, innovative miliiary leader,
stubborn, proud, and with an amazing
sense of self-confidence in the correct-
ness of his decisions and actions. Yet
he is very much a lone figure. When he
is in conference with other generals,
he iS aloof and seems to plan his stra-
tegies and campaigns independently.
Even in the presence of presidents he
acts like an ûlympian" He seems io be
untouched by history.
Aside from some vague references
to certain influences during Mac"
Arthur's time at West Point, we are
left to wonder what network of ideas
informed his way of looking at the
MacArthur. A Universal Pictures release produced
by Frank McCarthy and directed by John Sargent.
Main stars, Gregory Peck and Ed Flanders.
world and his decision making. Religi-
ous influences seem to have no impact.
Clearly his consuming passion was the
military. The film catches this well
when it commences with his "Duty,
honor, country" speech at West Point,
and, for all intents and purposes, ends
with his "Old soldiers never die" ora-
tion to Congress after his ignominious
recall from Korea. Perhaps MacArthur
received such an overwhelmingly favor-
able reception because he embodied
such a popular myth-the lone man in
control of his destiny. At some time
we would all like to believe that.
But this image makes no sense
when we look at the recent history of
Asia. It is now approximately twenty-
five years since MacArthur moved
across the Pacific and made his impact
on the Far East. The renaissance of
Japan, the tragedy of Vietnam, and
the rebirth of China are the new reali-
ties of Asia today. It can safely be said
that for a pivotal figure of the recent
past MacArthur's ability to shape these
new realities ultimately was minimal.
whv?
Perhaps it is because MacArthur did
much to Asia, while Asia did little to
him. Asia itself was merely a backdrop
to the exploits of the great soldier. In
the film, MacArthur wins the victory
against the Japanese in New Guinea;
yqt we never see the natives in the ac-
tion sequences. This is indicative of
the Western view of Asia. The film
shows little sensitivity to the subtle in-
teraction of the historicaln teligious,
and sultural conditions that produced
the wars in the Pacific in MacArthur's
generation.
One suspects that this was true of
MacArthur himself. The impression is
that his life could have been equally
important in the war theater in Eas-
tern Euçope or North Africa or anY-
where else. Perhaps so. But, mission-
aries please take note, the individual
may have an impact for awhile, but as
we learn again after the death of Mao,
if an individual is io make an impact
on the destiny of people, he must have
something to say, a dream, as well as
an ability to act. f
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A f'ew women are now trainíng themselves in Church of
Christ-related graduate schools of religion. Yet, even fewer
opporl,unities for employment seem available. One possibil"
ity of using their gifts and training might be to capitalize on
the faci that the churches have long used women's talents
in the Sunday School. Accordirigly, at least one congrega-
tion-which includes some very conservative members-has
Women *should _should not
expanded this role and employed a w<lman as educationctl
dí¡'ector.
Is this a legiiimate way to use the ùalents of qualified
women? Might it be acceptable even in congiegations where
they are not allowed to speal< publicly or to teach men?
Please respond below, or send your reply in a separate letter
marked " Opinion/RSVP."
be used as educational dÌrectors.
Comments:
Name:
Address:
No, gentle reader, the biggest ecumenical meet-
ings are not World Council of Churches convoca-
tions. Nor are they the times when Methodists and
Baptists decide to drop their "denominational"
lables and become members of the Church of
Christ*a procedure which I have heard described
as "God's ecumenical plan." Rather, it has been
left to the much-maligned charisma.tic mouement
to produce history's largest assemblies of folk seek-
ing Christian unity.
Picture, for example, the recent gathering of
40,000 Holy Spirit-orientecl persons at Amowhead
Stadium in Kansas City, Missouri. In this corner
we present about l-8,500 Roman Catholics praying
with uplifted hands. Over there arc 2,400 tuther-
ans either speaking in tongues or begging for the
gift. And here are smaller groups of Episcopalians,
Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, Pentecostals,
Mennonites, Messianic Jews, Disciples of Christ,
and memberq of the Churches of Christ*register-
ing apart, notice, from some 1,4,000 "non-denom-
inational" Christians.
Of course, the force of such gatherings is lost on
those Restoration churches who have given up on
the ideal "that they all may be one." The wea-ith
and numerical success of the non-instrumental
Church of Christ mainstream have largely seduced
them from their original unity plea-they feel no
need for others. Add to that the humiliating fact
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*-Checl¿ here if you wish
your name wíthheld from
publication.
that 14,000 "non-denominational Christians" have
dared to usurp "our plea," and you can understand
why we now emphasize being right, instead of be-
ing one.
But the professional ecumenicists-leaders in the
National and the World Council of Churches-are
equally underwhelmed by the success of these huge
charismatic conferences. For many such officials,
the charismatics are too emotional for this so-
phisticated age, and too unstructured to be mar-
tialled and counted under the proper organizational
procedures. (Also, they are too non-contributing.)
In short, as one wag put it, they practice "sloppy
agape."
Some charismafics tend lo stand convicted by
these allegations. They often fail to come to grips
with social and ethical dimensions of the gospel;
they can be anti-theological;and they have been
known to look down on other en$pirited Christians
whose gifts are not as sensational as tongues or
healing.
But in the matter of standing together to confess
as one body that the source of Christian power is
Spirit, and not flesh, the charismatics have it ail
over olher attempts at unity" Instead of belittling
their success, other Christians should seek to
broaden the definition of "charismatic" until we
all attain what Paul pointedly called the unity ,â â
of the Spirit. /(q
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Ten Years? Thanks!
Can iü be that Míssíon has actuallY
celebraüed ten years (July issue)? It
doesn't seem possible and doubtless
its critics wish that it hadn't. When I
read Brad Davis's excellent message'
"The Task and the Commitment," I
was amazed that a journal with such
goals could have survived for a decade
in these troubled times. As a some-
time author, critic, and contribütor, I
thank God and take courage.
Perhaps I should add a note to
Mission's history. I well remember
lValter Burch's original prospectus and
my personal reacüion, "What! Not an'
other Church of Christ journal? The
last thing we need is another magazine.
This brotherhood has been the Eave-
yard for more publications than any of
us can count." Yet when I wrote
\{alter these negative comments, he
responded that they disagreed and
were going ahead anyway and would
welcome my subscription. A check
went forward to Abilene and I've never
regretted it. Míssion has given encour'
agement to many who would other'
wise have dropped out of the church
altogether. That's not a bad record for
any magzine and probably better than
mosü.
In the tenth anniversary issue I es-
pecially enjoyed Ron Tyler's "Mission
in the Restoration Heritage." Although
I take a dim view of the Restoration.
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ist principles'(along with Lanny Hun-
ter whore excellent article shoul(l be
read by dl who missed it in the June,
1974, issue), I agree that we are indeed
a product of that heritage and must
come to terms with it. If we've had
our Tolbeft Fannings, Austin McGaryso
and N. B. Hardemans, men of incredi-
ble sectarian viet'.'s, ve've also had our
Campbells, Isaac Erretts, W. E. Garri-
sons, and Carl Ketchersides, Mlss¿on
has published writers who reminded us
of the dama$ng consequences of Res'
torationism as well as the irenic spirit
of others within our multiplying bro-
therhood. That, iü seem to me, con'
tributes to the basic policy of unüer'
standing "as fully as possible the world
in which the church lives arl has her
mission.tt
Congtatulations on reaehing ten
yean! May Míssion flourish for an'
otåer ten.
Edward G. HolleY
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
More Descriptive Studies
I have just read Casagrande's "arti-
culo grande" in which he refers to the
growth of the Quechua church in the
village of San Francisco (June issue).
His analysis is very interesting and has
a lot to say about the value of aP-
proaching people at the right time and
in the right way. I was interested to
see that those "marks of the church"
which he singles out as being charac'
teristic of the believers in those
churches are essentially the same as we
have experienced here in Sacapulas: re-
duced dependence on the old fiesta
calendar and reduced consumption of
alcohol. Their services order virtually
parallels ours (in areas of non-western
similarity) and the economic picture is
about the same.
If similar response in areas so far
apart as these are this much alike,
doesn't that say something to mission'
aries working in areas like this? We
need more descriptive studies so that
the true perameters of Indian evangel'
ism may stand out more clearlY.
Roger McCown
SacaPulas, Quich6
Guatemala
Pitiful Perversion?
I think Mission should try to sum-
mon its readers to a renewal of faith in
our Campbellian heritage and its goals.
The Church of Christ-20th century
southern style-is a pitiful perversion
of what he and the other restorers con-
ceived. There is virtually no similarity
between the churches that I am fami-
liar with and the type of ecclesia that
the restoration fathers wrote about. I
should like us to see that the Scrip-
tures and history are on our side in
this struggle-yes, it is a struggle--
against legalism and sectarianism. We
should hold their feet to the fire by
appealing to the Scriptures themselves.
I used to revel in the label "liberal";
now I realize otherwise. While there
are true "liberals" within the churches
of Christ, I have come to know that
the Leroy Garretts, the Carl Ketcher'
sides, the Norman Parks, and maYbe
even the Ron Durhams and the Allen
Dennises are the real conservatives.
Allen Dennis
Cleveland, MississiPPi
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